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An illustrated A-to-Z guide to amps from the award-winning author of Guitar Encyclopedia! This book is for fans of guitar amplifiers and the history that lies behind them. Starting with early amp models like the Gibson EH-150 that was first used with Gibson’s EH-150 lap-steel guitar and later the Charlie Christian
ES-150 guitar, it then delves into the development of Fender, Vox, and Orange amps, and goes right up to the modern boutique designers like Industrial, Dr. Z, Fargen, and Fuchs. Also featured are such tube amp classics as the Seymour Duncan Convertible head, ahead of its time in offering tube-switching before THD
Amps existed. Other amp designers profiled include: Carvin * Danelectro/Silvertone * Engel * Epiphone * Line 6 * MESA/Boogie* Pignose * Paul Reed Smith * Premier * Roland * Seymour Duncan * and many, many more! Emmy Award-winning guitarist, composer, and producer Brian Tarquin takes on the unique subject matter of
the electric guitar's sidekick and partner-in-crime to create this informative and enthralling reference guide. Interviews with various amp makers as well as players, and a foreword by Michael Molenda of Guitar Player magazine, all bring you closer to those glowing tubes and tones. Guitar Amplifier Encyclopedia
provides an expansive education on all the best amps’ every nuance, and how they each changed the history of sound.
(Book). This owner's guide for electric guitarists and bassists features numerous tips on auditioning and buying a (bass) guitar, choosing new strings, maintenance and tuning, and other aspects that are unique to an electric guitar. This book also includes chapters on the history and the production of these
instruments, as well as an index, a glossary, and the unique Interactive Tipcodes that allow you to hear online audio examples.
El-basguitarskole.
THE TUBE AMP BOOK WITH AUDIO ONLINE ERRATA SHEET ADDED.
Learn To Play Bass Guitar
The Acoustic Guitar Guide
The Rough Guide to Guitar
Modern Guitar Rigs
Electric Guitar and Bass Guitar
Soloing Secrets

Author Michael Wright builds on the success of his Guitar Stories, Volume One in this series of histories of cool guitars. Volume Two continues Wright's incredible research and painstaking attention to detail, covering brands that had a heavy impact in the world of the guitar, including companies such as Kay, Alamo,
Veleno, Martin Electrics, Maccaferri, and Guild Solidbodies. As with Volume One, over 800 rare and fascinating photos (including sumptuous full-color spreads) help to tell the tale of these innovative instruments. Includes a helpful index. Also available: Guitar Stories, Volume One 00330018 $29.95.
This book will help all guitar players make better friends with their present guitar or decide on features to look for in a new one. They will learn about the differences in guitar woods (and how they sound), simple guitar maintenance, how to choose an instrument for their style of playing, what to expect from a music
dealer, and the mystique of collectible guitars. This new edition includes more details on amplifying acoustic guitars, and a guide to guitar companies' Web sites.
An illustrated guide for contemporary guitarists looking to build pro-level rigs includes coverage of topics ranging from rack gear and amp setups to signal splitting and recording tools. Original.
What drives you to get your first electric guitar? Who inspires you to start playing? For me, it was Metallica's lead guitarist Kirk Hammett. I couldn't imagine that it's possible to play his solo, but... let's go to your motivation! According to Fender's research, about 90% of beginner guitarists leaving their instruments on the
shelves after the first year of playing. Well, but this year can bring something incredible in our lives. And these first steps must be cool. It's so necessary to have fun and feel positive feedback from practicing at the beginning. You must love your first electric guitar to feel good. Your musical preferences might change
during your initial education, most likely your musical vocabulary will grow faster than you can afford a new instrument. So, the first baby is something you have to fall in love with. The world of electric guitars is for the geeks now-days. Search a little bit about this industry, you'll be surprised that industry is struggling
sometimes. Yes, electric guitar - is the live, natural instrument. You have to play it. It doesn't play itself. If you want to buy an electric guitar, not a synth or software - you want to join the great world of the real culture. What is the future of electric guitars - I don't know. But I strongly believe and know that learning to
play electric guitar makes our life better and richer. I wish all folks reading this book to be able to buy as many electric guitars as needed, but let's focus on the one. Your first electric guitar. Well, the universe of electric guitars is mature, a variety of instruments on the market is huge. However, the structure of this
universe is pretty elegant and simple. We'll be clear on that and why to buy at the beginning. I've started as a student in classical guitar, music school graduated. Well, something deep inside always told me what I wanted more and different. I was too young when the first time I've discovered Metallica on my friend's older
brother's cassette recorder! I can't express how I was amazed! No surprise that later Kirk Hammett became my guitar hero. And still remains the one of the greatest on my own guitar Heroes Olympus (yes, not only Kirk)! Well, I guess that there are multiple factors can influence you and inspire the start playing. Dive deep
into your feelings, what's where? My most powerful motivator - my Heroes. Who's yours? I recommend to read and watch as many materials about your guitar hero as possible before you get your guitar. Why? Because you'll wish your Heroes electric guitar! It's so powerful, feel this? Learn more and more about Hero and
you'll understand why Hero plays this instrument. What's interesting - at first glance, all electric guitars are the same instruments. Body, neck, can plugin into an amp and play with the effects - what else? The physics is the same - convert sound waves into electric. Where is the difference? I'd prefer to compare this case
with cars. Let's go and explore the difference!
Electronic Musician
The Official Vintage Guitar Magazine Price Guide 2021
The Tube Amp Book
Vacuum Tube Circuit Design
Manual of Guitar Technology
How to Set Up, Maintain, and Repair Electrics and Acoustics
Learn to Play Bass Guitar starts with the basics like how to hold the bass, how to tune it up and start playing, and take the student to a playing level with sufficient skills to join a band.
In this text, Gary Marshall includes a complete A to Z of the guitar and a comprehensive listing of Web resources and it is packed with diagrams and helpful illustrations.
The Official Vintage Guitar magazine Price Guide 2021 Information You Need - Now More Than Ever! The last year has been a big bag of crazy. How did it affect the values of your favorite gear? Thirty-two years of publication proves The Guide is your most-trusted source. Knowledge and information are vital in the dynamic world of collectible guitars and gear, and no
source provides it better than The Official Vintage Guitar Price Guide. With listings for more than 2,000 brands along with 1,100 photos and 215,000 copies sold, this book is the industry's hands-down leading source of pricing information on guitars, basses, amps, effects, lap steels, steels, and ukuleles all in one book!
Book An owner's guide for acoustic guitarists at all levels, this book features numerous tips on auditioning and buying an acoustic guitar, choosing new strings, maintenance and tuning, and much more. Also included are chapters on the instrument's family, history, and production, as well as an index, a glossary, the unique Interactive Tipcodes, and a complete set of
chord diagrams.
Talking Hands - A Guide to Contemporary Lead Guitar Techniques
The Best Guide to Your Instrument
Tipbook Acoustic Guitar
Fingerstyle Guitar
Guitar Amplifier Encyclopedia
The Complete Guide to Guitar and Amp Maintenance
Want to become the coolest possible version of yourself? Time to jump into learning the blues guitar. Even if you don’t read music, Blues Guitar For Dummies lets you pick up the fundamentals and start jamming like your favorite blues artists. Blues Guitar for Dummies covers the key aspects of blues guitar, showing
you how to play scales, chords, progressions, riffs, solos, and more. This hands-on guide is packed with musical examples, chords charts, and photos that let you explore the genre and play the songs of all the great blues musicians. This accessible how-to book will give you the skills you need to: Choose the right
guitar, equipment, and strings Hold, tune, and get situated with your guitar Play barre chords and strum to the rhythm Recognize the structure of a blues song Tackle musical riffs Master melodies and solos Make your guitar sing, cry, and wail Jam to any type of blues Additionally, the book comes with a website that
shares audio samples of all the examples covered in the lessons. Go online to practice your riffs and chords and develop your style as a blues musician. Order your copy of Blues Guitar For Dummies today and get ready to start shredding! P.S. If you think this book seems familiar, you’re probably right. The Dummies
team updated the cover and design to give the book a fresh feel, but the content is the same as the previous release of Blues Guitar For Dummies (9780470049204). The book you see here shouldn’t be considered a new or updated product. But if you’re in the mood to learn something new, check out some of our other books.
We’re always writing about new topics!
General Reference
What drives you to get your first electric guitar? Who inspires you to start playing? For me, it was Metallica’s lead guitarist Kirk Hammett. I couldn’t imagine that it’s possible to play his solo, but... let’s go to your motivation! According to Fender’s research, about 90% of beginner guitarists leaving their
instruments on the shelves after the first year of playing. Well, but this year can bring something incredible in our lives. And these first steps must be cool. It’s so necessary to have fun and feel positive feedback from practicing at the beginning. You must love your first electric guitar to feel good. Your
musical preferences might change during your initial education, most likely your musical vocabulary will grow faster than you can afford a new instrument. So, the first baby is something you have to fall in love with. The world of electric guitars is for the geeks now-days. Search a little bit about this industry,
you’ll be surprised that industry is struggling sometimes. Yes, electric guitar - is the live, natural instrument. You have to play it. It doesn’t play itself. If you want to buy an electric guitar, not a synth or software - you want to join the great world of the real culture. What is the future of electric guitars
- I don’t know. But I strongly believe and know that learning to play electric guitar makes our life better and richer. I wish all folks reading this book to be able to buy as many electric guitars as needed, but let’s focus on the one. Your first electric guitar. Well, the universe of electric guitars is mature, a
variety of instruments on the market is huge. However, the structure of this universe is pretty elegant and simple. We’ll be clear on that and why to buy at the beginning. I’ve started as a student in classical guitar, music school graduated. Well, something deep inside always told me what I wanted more and
different. I was too young when the first time I’ve discovered Metallica on my friend’s older brother’s cassette recorder! I can’t express how I was amazed! No surprise that later Kirk Hammett became my guitar hero. And still remains the one of the greatest on my own guitar Heroes Olympus (yes, not only Kirk)! Well,
I guess that there are multiple factors can influence you and inspire the start playing. Dive deep into your feelings, what’s where? My most powerful motivator - my Heroes. Who’s yours? I recommend to read and watch as many materials about your guitar hero as possible before you get your guitar. Why? Because you’ll
wish your Heroes electric guitar! It’s so powerful, feel this? Learn more and more about Hero and you’ll understand why Hero plays this instrument. What’s interesting - at first glance, all electric guitars are the same instruments. Body, neck, can plugin into an amp and play with the effects - what else? The physics
is the same - convert sound waves into electric. Where is the difference? I’d prefer to compare this case with cars. Let’s go and explore the difference!
This book is your one-stop-shop resource for learning how to get your child on the path to learning a musical instrument. The author has put together a book that will save you time, money, and ensure that your child avoids failure and maximizes the most benefits from learning music.
Guitar Amplifier Preamps
Tone Manual
Introduction to Guitar Tone & Effects
First Electric Guitar
The History and Technology of Plucked String Instruments

A complete yet easy-to-understand technical description of tube guitar amplifiers, intended for musicians and amplifier designers and builders.
Tone: it's the concept that gear-obsessed guitarists discuss more than any other, and the Tone Manual is the first book to take this hallowed concept seriously. In the course of breaking down the individual components of the electric guitar rig, the book both examines the ingredients in any given piece of equipment that contribute to superior
or inferior sound, and offers tips on improving and making the most of the gear you've already got - all with reference to interviews with name artists and manufacturers. In addition, the Tone Manual discusses the evolution of the guitarist's concept of "good tone." It provides an extensive guide to recorded examples of playing generally
considered "tonally superior," citing examples from the early days of electric jazz, blues, country, and rock and roll; from the classic rock, blues rock, and heavy rock heyday of the late 1960s and early '70s; and from myriad contemporary artists. Throughout the Tone Manual, a series of more than 30 Tone Tips will offer quick, digestible,
practical info bites to help readers improve their sound and better understand their equipment. The Tone Manual also includes helpful diagrams and a cover-mounted CD.
Uses market research and analysis to provide values for vintage or collectible instruments, including information on more than eighteen hundred brands accompanied by eleven hundred photographs.
(Guitar Educational). An essential manual for getting the best sounds from electric guitars, amplifiers, effect pedals and digital processors! This book/CD pack features easy-to-follow instructions, with more than 75 photos, to teach the basics of guitar tone and effects. The accompanying CD provides audio examples. Readers will learn:
anatomy of the electric guitar; controlling the electric guitar; getting a good clean tone; overdrive, distortion and fuzz; using equalizers; compressors and limiters; noise reduction; modulation effects; reverb and delay; octavers and harmonizers; special effects; multi-effect processors; amp & effect modeling; getting a good tone through your
PC; stylistic guitar tones; famous effected guitarists; and much more!
The Bonehead's Guide to Amps
How to Record Your Own Music and Get it On the Internet
Buyer’s Guide
The Girls' Guide to Rocking
Discovering Your Ultimate Electric Guitar Sound
Bunny Brunel's Power Bass
An instructional book about contemporary lead guitar techniques (such as picking, sweeping, tapping amo.) and practicing them. The book is based on the many instructional articles Vandenberg has written throughout the years, and features completely revised versions of some of them, in addition to completely new chapters. This is the actual printed book-version.
Covers set-up, maintenance, tuners, acoustic adjustments, nut replacement, fret dressing, refretting, guitar electronics, finish application and repair, and useful tools.
The Guitar Amp HandbookUnderstanding Tube Amplifiers and Getting Great SoundsHal Leonard Corporation
(Book). From the author of Amps! comes an essential survival guide for every guitar player and amp owner. Packed with concise, clearly written tips on troubleshooting and repairs, this guide teaches the secrets of maintenance and fixing it yourself, with straightforward, step-by-step instructions using simple, affordable, readily available tools. The book focuses on the most commonly performed procedures, and contains over 150 photos and insider information
from technicians, engineers, and roadies.
The Guitar Amp Handbook
An Essential Manual for Getting the Best Sounds from Electric Guitars, Amplifiers, Effect Pedals, and Digital Processors
Everything You Need to Know to Buy and Maintain a New Or Used Guitar
Buyer's Guide
How to Start a Band, Book Gigs, and Get Rolling to Rock Stardom
The Official Vintage Guitar Magazine Price Guide
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"Everything you need to know to turn your love of music--and desire to play it--into something real"--P. [4] of cover.
Learn the secrets to achieving your ultimate sound Whether amateur or pro, guitarists live for the ultimate sound. Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies provides the information and instruction you need to discover that sound and make it your own! Written in the characteristically easy-to-read Dummies style, this book is ideal for beginners and experienced
musicians alike, and can help all players expand their skill set with effects. Guitarists tend to be gearheads when it comes to sound, and this book provides guidance on topics ranging from the guitar itself to amps, pedals, and other sound technology. Amps and effects are the unsung heroes of guitar music. While most people recognize the more psychedelic
effects, many don't realize that effects are often responsible for the unique quality of tone that can become a musician's trademark. Certain effects work on the volume or signal level, others work on the environment, and still others work on the bass and treble content. Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies covers them all, and shows how effects can not only add
something extra, but also "fix" problematic areas. Topics include: Gain-based effects, like distortion, compression, volume pedals, and gates Tone-based effects, including graphic and parametric EQ, and the wah-wah pedal Modulation effects, like the flanger, phase shifter, and tremolo Ambience effects, including reverb and delay The journey to incredible guitar
music never ends. No matter how experienced you are with a guitar, there is always room for improvement to your tone and sound. Whether you're looking for the sound of angels or thunder, Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies will help you achieve the music you hear in your dreams.
(Book). There's a huge amount of hype and mythology surrounding tube amplifiers in the guitar world. For years, experts have argued over the tiny details of exactly how they do what they do, and how their various components interact. What's undeniable is that, far more than being just a "loudness booster," the unique combination of tubes, capacitors,
resistors, and transformers in these amps can contribute enormously to the quality of sound derived from any electric guitar. In this thorough and authoritative book, Dave Hunter cuts through the marketing hyperbole, and the blind faith, and supplies all the information you need to choose the right amp, and get the best from it. The book also features
exclusively conducted, in-depth interviews with leading figures in the tube amp-building world including Ken Fischer, Mark Sampson, and Michael Zaite and even provides full instructions on how to construct your own high-quality tube guitar amp from scratch.
Tipbooks are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient reference guides giving musicians everything they want to know about their instruments - and nothing they don't! They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other experts, and are ideal for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: the
instrument in bird's-eye view * lessons, teachers and practicing * dozens of clear illustrations * selecting and play-testing the instrument * a glossary - and all jargon explained * basic background information * price indications * the history and the family of the instrument * and more. As a bonus, special Tipcodes throughout the books give you access to much
additional information (short movies, soundtracks, photos and more) at www.tipbook.com! The Electric Guitar and Bass Tipbook covers choosing and buying guitars and basses; brands; selecting, cleaning and changing strings; tuning; maintenance; accessories and more. "A wealth of information in a very compact form." (Guitar Digest)
The Cut the Crap! Guide to the Guitar
Design and Construction of Tube Guitar Amplifiers
Electric Guitar Amplifier Handbook
Blues Guitar For Dummies
The Tone Fanatic's Guide to Integrating Amps and Effects
All about Vacuum Tube Guitar Amplifiers
The guitar is the most popular instrument in the world, with well over two million sold every year in the US and Europe. Every teenager dreams, at some point, of being a guitar hero, while the number of adults who take up this relaxing and rewarding hobby continues to rise each year. Where do they all begin? Previously, the effort required several different resources-but
now it's all here in one place, in The Rough Guide to Guitar. Written by Dave Hunter, a one of the world's leading guitar authors, The Rough Guide to Guitar covers everything the new player needs to know to get started successfully, and plenty of information that will benefit the novice and experienced guitarist, too. From a thorough analysis of the acoustic and electric
instruments and their related equipment, to basic and advanced playing techniques in a range of styles, to the home recording techniques and putting a band together, The Rough Guide to Guitar covers it all, in concise and authoritative language that players of all ages and levels can absorb and appreciate.
Industry experts have long considered The Official Vintage Guitar Price Guide to be the most accurate, authoritative and detailed publication to tackle the seemingly indomitable task of placing values on thousands of vintage and recent-model guitars, amps, basses, effects pedals, mandolins, lapsteels and other fretted instruments. And the VG Price Guide is the only
one to do it all in one book! Now in its 13th year, the new Guide offers more than ever. Authors Alan Greenwood and Gil Hembree have made their ultimate guide to values even more valuable, with more details on familiar favorites and backgrounds on nearly 800 brands. Plus, there are 700 photos showing all forms of vintage instruments, amps and effects. The Guide
combines the most thorough research with an exceptionally user-friendly format that employs quick-find page headings, a comprehensive index, and a dealer directory that puts you just an e-mail or phone call away from guitar buyers and sellers in every region of the country. Also included is an in-depth look at the factors that drive the collectible instrument market,
explaining the "hows and whys" in regard to the values of vintage and used equipment.
This book shows you how to record music, upload it, and get it listened to and talked about throughout the connected world. And all without buying expensive studio equipment. Written by experienced insiders, this book covers all the basic equipment and skills you will need to get the job done at home, without hiring a sound engineer, record producer or studio.
Guitarskole.
The Official Vintage Guitar Magazine Price Guide 2004
The Histories of Cool Guitars
Gender and Rock
Guitar Stories
Tipbook Electric Guitar and Bass Guitar
Lessons in Technique and Creativity
The first book of its kind, Gender & Rock introduces readers to how gender operates in multiple sites within rock culture, including its music, lyrics, imagery, performances, instruments, and business practices. Additionally, it explores how rock culture, despite a history of regressive gender politics, has provided a place for musicians and consumers to experiment with alternate identities and ways of being. Drawing on feminist and
queer scholarship in popular music studies, musicology, cultural studies, sociology, performance studies, literary analysis, and media studies, Gender & Rock provides readers with a survey of the topics, theories, and methods necessary for understanding and conducting analyses of gender in rock culture. Via an intersectional approach, the book examines how the gendering of particular roles, practices, technologies, and
institutions within rock culture is related to discourses of race, sexuality, age, and class.
(Book). Explores all manufacturers and de-mystifys the inner workings of tube amps. All new material from the amp guru Gerald Weber. Tons of empirical data that de-mystify the inner workings of tube amps to help you get the most from your amps! You will learn how tube amps work, electronic concepts, how different types of tubes work, the anatomy of a gain stage, how to resurrect a dormant tube amp, how to do a cap job
correctly, modifications to preserve your amp, how to voice an amp and tune the reverb, how to build an amp, recover a cabinet, re-grill a baffleboard, how to buy a vintage amp; and common wiring mistakes and idiosyncrasies found in vintage amps. And you get a couple of hundred pages of Questions and Answers sectioned off into Fender, Gibson, Marshall, Danelectro/Silvertone, Vox, Other American, Other British and
Miscellaneous Topics. You will learn the six dreaded tone killers and how to avoid them, the top ten amp-tone tips, and how to fine-tune your entire amp setup. In short, you will have the knowledge needed to squeeze your amp's performance from lame to insane.
The Rough Guide to Guitar is a one-stop shop for all your guitar-related needs - whether you're buying, playing, gigging, recording or a complete beginner. Covering everything from the basics a new player needs to hints and tips for experienced guitarists, and even how to successfully start a band. Written by Dave Hunter, one of the world's leading guitar authors and contributor to Guitar Player and Vintage Guitar magazines, The
Rough Guide to Guitar covers it all, in a language that players of all experiences and ages will understand and enjoy. From classic rock guitar sounds through to indie, punk and psychadelic, and from home recording methods to how to put a band together; The Rough Guide to Guitar is the guide for you.
Guitar Player Repair Guide
Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies
Future Music
Discount Buying Guide
A Parent's Guide: How To Get Your Child Started In Music
Understanding Tube Amplifiers and Getting Great Sounds
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